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Reducing Porosity on 
FDM Parts with Insight

OVERVIEW

Reducing the porosity of FDM parts to hold fluids/gases may be accomplished using Insight™. This 

technique does not work for all part geometries or for applications requiring high pressures. If you are 

creating a part and you would like it to hold fluids/gases at atmospheric pressure, this method may seal 

those parts without post-processing.

Common applications where reducing porosity via Insight is desirable:

• Ducts, low pressure

• Containers, Low pressure (atmospheric)

• Food contact or medical applications

• End of arm tools for automation equipment

• Prototypes or single use surgical tools/guides

• Control vacuum for vacuum fixtures and tools 

While adjusting parameters in Insight plays a key role in reducing porosity, part orientation is also very 

important.  It is recommended to build parts in an orientation that provides mostly vertical walls and 

reduces horizontal surfaces.  This is especially critical for parts like cylinders that have curved surfaces.

Some geometries may require orienting the part such that the geometry feature requiring sealing is 

built vertically. For example, a large mounting block with a small air hole through the part may be best 

positioned so that the air hole wall is vertical.  
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This best practice will explain how to reduce porosity in FDM parts by replacing raster turn arounds with 

contours. Contours follow the profile of the part with fewer porosity areas compared to the standard 

raster fill. On a solid part limiting the number of contours may work best, whereas on a container with 

walls increasing the number of contours to fully fill the area between walls may give the best results.  

Another option to reduce porosity in the FDM part is to edit the original CAD design and modify the part 

geometry to better allow generation of gapless contours. For example, design the walls, regardless of 

width, to allow the for the same contour width. 

Figure 2:  FDM porosity caused by raster turn-arounds (left) compared to Contour fill (right).

Figure 1:  Wine glass oriented with vertical surfaces (left) and horizontal surfaces (right).
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Reducing Porosity on 
FDM Parts with Insight

Reducing porosity for vertically and horizontally oriented surfaces will be described in two sections of 

this best practice. However, both sections use the same set of Custom Group tools. This best practice 

was written using F370 with F123 ABS material and configured with 0.01” slices. The methodology 

described here can be applied to other FDM printers, materials, and slice heights.

PROCESS

 1. SEALING VERTICAL WALLS WITH MULTIPLE CONTOURS 

  1.1:   Configure the modeler by clicking the Configure Modeler Icon . Select Modeler 

type, Model material and Slice height (Figure 3) depending on your modeler type, 

model material, and desired slice height. The available toolpath widths will vary 

according to the modeler and slice thickness selections. 

Figure 3: Configure modeler menu.
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FDM Parts with Insight

  1.2:   Open the part stl file, select the File drop-down menu, select Open…., and select the 

stl file.

  1.3:   To orient the stl file, select the STL drop-down menu. Select the Orient by selected 

facet menu or the Rotate menu.

  1.4:   Slice the STL file by clicking the STL slice icon .

  1.5:   Click the Create toolpaths icon  to generate the toolpath. View the toolpaths from 

a top-down view by clicking, the Top View icon .

  1.6:   Identify vertical walled areas and layers where contours will be added by stepping 

through the slice layers (Figure 4).

Figure 4:  Vertically oriented surfaces on part (in blue)

  1.7:  Measure the width between the inside and outside surfaces by enlarging the toolpath 

in the measurement area. Move the cursor over top the outside curve, click the left 

mouse button, and hold the button. 

  1.8:  Drag the curser to the inside curve. A diagonal line is created between the two mouse 

selection points. Try to make this line the shortest distance between the two curves. 
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  1.9:  On the bottom left corner of the display area “Measure width =” displays. The 

diagonal value is the distance between the two mouse selection points.  Make a note 

of this diagonal distance to be used in 1.12.

  1.10:  At this point you will need to decide if you want to add contours to the whole part or 

specific areas of the part. If you want to add contours to the whole part follow this 

step (1.10) and then proceed to 1.18. If you are going to add contours to certain 

areas, then skip to 1.11.

    a.  Select the Toolpaths drop-down menu and then select the Setup… menu. 

Click the Toolpath parameters icon . This will take you to the Toolpath 

parameters menu (Figure 5).

Figure 5:  Toolpath Parameters menu for multiple contours for the 

whole part. 

    b.  Select the Part fill style 

drop-down menu and 

change the setting to 

Multiple contours.

    c.  Change the number of 

contours by selecting 

Number of contours 

drop-down menu and 

select or enter a number 

from 3 to 6 (or greater if 

desired). 

    d.  Under the Contour 

section, click the Link 

contours checkbox. 

This selection will force 

the contours to link from 

one contour to the next 

contour without creating 

a seam. Multiple contours 

will be linked to form one 

continuous toolpath of 

contours.
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    e.  Click Use Variable width remnant fill. This option will fit a variable width 

contour in areas normally filled by small rasters. This option is only available for 

the whole part.

    f.  Click the Confirm icon  to confirm selections and generate a toolpath with 

these changes. Review the resulting toolpath. Depending on the part geometry, 

you may get one continuous toolpath with the outer contours. However 

sometimes the contours cannot link to each other because software logic. 

  1.11:  To add contours only in some areas, start here. Select the Toolpaths drop-down 

menu and then select Custom groups… menu (Figure 6).  

Figure 6:  Custom Groups operation menu
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FDM Parts with Insight

  1.12:  Click the New Group icon   to create a new custom group. In the Create 

New Group menu, enter a new custom group name next to Group name (Figure 

7). Give each new custom group a unique name. Reusing a group name will result in 

overwriting the toolpath settings for that group name.

Figure 7:  Enter the new custom group name in the Group name. 

  1.13:  Under the Contour parameters 

section, select the Contour style 

drop-down menu and change to 

Multiple contours (Figure 8).

  1.14:  Under the Contour parameters 

section, use the Contour width 

drop-down menu and select or 

enter a contour width (Figure 8).  

Change the number of contours 

by selecting the Number of 

contours drop-down menu. 

Select a number from 3 to 6 (or 

greater if desired) or enter the 

desired number of contours.

  1.15:  The Contour width multiplied 

by the Number of contours 

should be equal to the distance 

between the outer and inner wall 

noted in 1.6. Adjust the Contour 

width and/or the Number of 

contours to equal the distance 

you want to fill with contours. For 

example, a part wall that is 0.08” 

thick, uses 0.02” wide contours. 

This creates two contours on 

the outer wall and two contours 

on the inner wall for a filled part 

(See Figure 2). Using Remnant 

fill can sometimes create an odd 

number of contours but only in 

parts with simple geometry. 

Figure 8:  Create New Group menu.
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  1.16:  Under the Contour controls section, click the Link contours checkbox. This selection 

will force the contours to link from one contour to the next contour without creating a 

seam. Multiple contours will be linked to form one continuous toolpath of contours.

  1.17: Click the Confirm icon  to confirm selections.

  1.18:  If the vertical wall thickness changes throughout the part, repeat 1.11 through 1.17 for 

each individual wall thickness within the associated custom group.

  1.19:  At any time during this process you can review changes. Select the Toolpaths drop-

down menu and select Shade toolpaths to view the toolpaths. To generate the 

toolpaths; click the toolpath Z icon (generates only one Z layer) or the toolpath 

group icon (generates only one group) or the toolpath generate icon  

(toolpath all). 

  1.20:  Once a Custom group is created, more curves can be added to that group by using 

the Add to Custom groups feature. Select the curves to be added and select the 

Group name.  Click the  icon.  Doing this adds the selected curves to the 

selected group.

  1.21:  If you need to modify any value in a custom group, select the Group name menu and 

locate the group to be changed under Custom Groups. Click the Modify group icon 

. This will open the parameters for that group. Make your changes and click 

  to confirm.

NOTE:  On some geometries, adding 

100% contours to the top or bottom 

layers may result in a better part 

appearance. Perform 1.11 to 1.17, but 

change the number of contours to a 

very high number so that the whole slice 

or group is comprised of contours. 

 2. SEALING HORIZONTAL SURFACES

   The next steps assume that the 

modeler has been configured and 

the STL file has been sliced. The 

modification of the vertical or horizontal 

curves can be performed in any order.

  2.22:  Identify the horizontal surfaces that 

need to be sealed (Figure 9).

Figure 9:  Horizontal oriented surfaces on part (in light green)
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  2.23:  Select the Toolpaths drop-down menu and then select the Custom groups… menu.

  2.24:  Click the New Group icon   to create a new custom group.  In the Create New 

Group menu, enter the custom group name next to Group name.

  2.25:   Under the Contour parameters section, select the Contour style drop-down menu 

and change the setting to Multiple contours.  Change the Number of contours to 4 

or higher (Figure 10).

Figure 10:  Contour parameters in Custom group parameters menu

Figure 11:  Infill parameters in Custom group parameters menu

  2.26:  Under the Contour parameters 

section, select the Link Contours 

checkbox. 

  2.27:   Under the Infill parameters 

section, select Parallel offset 

rasters.  Click   to confirm 

the settings (Figure 11).
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Figure 12:  Two-layer view of the Parallel offset raster option.  The dashed lines are on the alternate layer from the solid lines (either above or 

below depending on icon selection). Note that the raster turn-arounds on the layer below are covered by the extra contours thereby reducing 

porosity in horizontal surfaces.

NOTE:  By enabling the Parallel offset rasters option, Insight™ will create within the 

selected group, alternating layers of three and four contours.  This will help to reduce 

horizontal surface porosity caused by raster turn arounds. This option will also align 

rasters to the same angle; however, the rasters will shift by ½ of a raster width every 

other layer (Figure 12). Shifting the rasters will fill any gaps on the previous layer.

  2.28:  Using the cursor, select the curves that form the horizontal surfaces to be sealed and 

click .  All selected curves are now added to the new group.

  2.29:  At any time during this process you can review changes. Click the Toolpaths menu 

and select Shade toolpaths to view the toolpaths. To generate the toolpaths, click 

the toolpath Z icon (generates only one Z layer) or the toolpath group icon 

(generates only one group) or the toolpath generate icon  (toolpath all).

  2.30:  To modify the new group, select the group in the Group name menu. Click the Modify 

group icon . This will open the parameters for that group. Make any required 

changes and click   to confirm.

SOFTWARE

 • Insight™ software (documented with Insight™ 14.2)
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